........................ y£®-----TGQ--,... aan--b.e.. at... a....me.e.t.i.n.g.l..... E.ct.. .q.ui..t.eas dramati c as that
portrated above, perhaps but an anjoyable break in the monotony of a year
?r so '■f lone "fanning" . Anyrate here are the latest details.
This year’s h ORC Oh will be held at LEEDS fr r.n Friday Dec 29th to
Monday Jan 1st* If there is any chance of you coning write at once to J.M»
Rosenblum, 4 Grange Terrace, Leeds 7. If you don't get in touch quickly
there is little chance of becking hotel aoconedatien in a bloc. Gus Will
north, Eric Hopkins, Allan Miles Ron Lane, George Ellis, JMR, Ken Chadwick
John Millard are all almost certain to be present*. Eon-attendees can show
interest by donating material to the auction, to be sent % JMB, which has
already a number of items from Claude Leder, including seme original ill
ustration'3, a copy of t e Wallace Smith portfolio donated by Gus, and the
Lovecraft "Weird Shadow over Innsmcuth" from Paul Searles. The programme
has not been finally fixed yet sc suggestions are still welcome, business
sessions will he held st the Lich Sheppard Centre, Leeds, and receptions
at 4 Grange Terr'■ oe.
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AUTHOR APPRECIATION
J.XlilS&.l’ly f”

£iO’i?G.. O.i.

Arthur C„ Clarke

■?/. i"5

This is not an analysis of Dunsany*n ■.■..ace 'm literature, nor even a summary of
his work as a whole.
It is no more
:• sc'C'-es ox notes, a collection ot oics and
pieces of information dragged up from t’.'c r .< • • eng of memory and fortnied oy the few
books I have beside me,.
For what I t.iini 'may be t.ie most import ant o.t j>. nsaay s
works - TIME Al® THE GODS and THE CCDS OP 1®GA.M - I have never read, nor seen, and.how
Dunsany will be regarded ••• if at all - in a hundred years I cannot dare to guess.
Dunsany is a poet in the truest sense, out it is in prose rather rtan in verse that
his finest work has been done.
No-one.has ever approached his shill in suggesting, so
flawlessly and with such economy of means, that the world is not exactly as we suppose.
No-one can make the bloos run cold with a simpler phrase, no-onc can suggest so much
while saying so little.
His stories sparkle with ideas, often single sentences that
challenge the mind with vertiginous implications.
Under the magic of his art, the
commonest things become enchanted, and. when his imagination soars away from earth we
enter realms of fantasy indeed.
By walls of cities not of Earth
All wild my winged dreams have run,
And known the demons that had birth
Tn planets of another sun.
Let me quote a. few passages which may give some idea of the flavour of his finest
stories, little though I like to wrench #ese jewels from their settings.
"Something so huge that it scorned unfair to man tna.t it should move so softly
stalked, splendidly by them ..."
"There the Gibbel ins lived and discreditably fed.*’
’’There watched him ceaselessly from the' Under Pits tnose eyes whose duty it is."
”... then he began to fall.
It was long before he believed and truly knew
that this was really he that fell from this mountain, for we do not associate such
dooms with ourselves; but when he has fallen for some while through the evening
and saw below him, where there had been nothing to sec, the glimmer of tiny fields,
then his optimism departed-'And one more passage, the conclusion of THE HHODASLE ADVA'h.HuS OF THiii THREE
LITEPdffiY MEN, who were so rash as to try and steal the golden box of poems from the
house at the End of the 'v’orld.
”... and then it bofel that as they drew near safety, in the night’s most
secret hour, some hand in an upper chamber .’.it a. shocking JLignt, lir 'Lt and made no
sound.
"For a moment it might have been an ordinary light, fatal as even that could very
well be at such a. moment as this;
but wnen it began to follow them xllce an eye and
grow redder and redder as it watvhed them, then even optimism despaired,
"And Sippy very unwisely attempted flight, and Slor-g oven as. unwisely tried to
hide; but Slith, knowing well why that light was lit in that secret upper chamber and
vfao it was that lit it, leaped over the edge of the Mould and is falling from us
still through the urireverberate blackness of the abyee.”
Perhaps — and it will not surprise mo "in -cnc least — all tnese extracts leave you
unaffected.
For it is sad but true that Dunsany's peculiar genius is all too rarely
appreciated.
Ono of 'ns earlier books nas tne pauheclc preiacc ' J.hese cales J. gachei
together here for the few that seem to read my books in England.”
ThSis lack of

apprcclatLon may 'Ln part be due to Dunsany’s unfortunate choice of parents, for an, grt-i
\?ita a uitle is regarded as a dilettante and is not taken seriously.
The critics have
not always been kind to Dunsany.
Irom little fountain-pens they wring
Tnc last wee drop of inky spite:
■■e do not 1'j.ko the kind of thing
_
--hat lords,'1 they say, ’’most likely, write.’1
Buu Wxio can deny t.it'.'G the man who penned these lines is a true artist:™
So much thcro is to catch,
And the years so short,
That there is scarce time to snatch
ron, palette, or aught,

.

Anu 'co seise some shape we can sec,
That others may keep
Its moment of mystery,
Then go to our sleep.
The radid has done much to make Dunsany known to a wider public, for he has
written many plans for broadcasting as well as for the stage. ' GOLDEN DRAGON CITY
and THE UbE OF MAN have been broadcast several times: those who are familiar with
the
latter and its implied denunciation of hunting may be surprised to know that its
autnor is a. Master of Fox Hounds,
Mi'. Joseph Jorkens, the well-known club raconteur who can always be relied upon to
produce a good srory in return for a drink, is Dunsany’s best known character and his
advencures seem to bo popular with the general puolic.
At any rate such statistical
studies as I have made in libraries appear to show this.
Jorkens thinks nothing of
finding icebergs,in me Red. Sea in mid-summer, or a. diamond which fully justifies his
description of it as "a large one” - he walked across it for many hours under the
impression that it was a. frozen lake.
Nevertheless, much as I like Jorkens, the far rarer stories of World's End and
otaer places, related in TALES OF WONDER, A DREAMER'S TAT,ER and THE BOOK OF WONDER,
appear to me more strongly., _ And of them all this is the one that at the present moves
*ne mosc.
It is called THE FIELD and was written more than thirty years ago.
x Not far from London is a field, beautiful and peaceful, where the poet loved to
lu£u'
as ‘le grew ro know it better, there seemed something ominous about the
?Ja?e a™\'theReeling grew with each successive visit.
He made enquiries and found
uhat nocning had ever happened there, so that it was from the future that the field’s
trouble camo.
(
Once to distract my thoughts T tried to gauge how fast the stream was trickily,
but I found myself wondering if it flowed faster than blood. . . . And then the fancy
came ro me that it would be a terribly cold place to bo in in the starlight, if foi- some
reason one was hurt and could not get away.".
So at last he took to the field
vho would be able to tell him what
evil thing was going to happen there
"By the side of two stream he stood and seemed very sad.
Once or twice he lookdd
up and down it mournfully, then he bent and looked at the kingcups, first one and then
■cne o-cher, very closely, and shaking his head.
"For a long while no stood in silence,
and a.ll my old uneasiness returned
my bodings for the future..
"And then I said ''.That manner of f ield is it?'
"And he shook his head sorrowfully.
"'It is a battlefield,' he said."
Is this only a story?
Or is there such a field?
There is foreboding there
matened equally by another line of Dunsany’s:—
"Over mossy girders the old folk come back."
Much of Dunsany’s best work was done before or during the last war, and very apt

today is the preface of TALES 03 WONDER, published in 1913.
"These tales ate talcs of peace.
Those who remember peace and. those who will see
it again may be glad to turn their eyes, though but for a moment, away from a world of
mud and blood and khaki, and. to read for a while of cities too good to be true."
I cannot leave Dunsany without making some mention' of the incomparable artist. S«
H. Sime, who has illustrated so many of his stories.
No-one has ever captured the s
spirit of fantasy more pcffectly than Sime, though sometimes Finlay (whose style is
similar) has approached him.
And. now before we part let us gather one more quotation to take upon our separate
ways.
These words of Dunsany's prefaced the first volume of E.M.’s GEORGIAN POETRY -•
when it appeared in 1912.
Of all materials for labour, dreams arc the hardest;
and the artificer
in ideas is the chief of workers, who out of nothing will make a piece of
cork -chat may stop a child from crying or lead, nations to higher things.
For what is it to be a noct?
Tt is to sec at a. glance the glory of the
world, to see beauty in all its forms and manifestations,.to feel ugliness like
a pain, to resent the wrongs of others as bitterly as one's own, to know
mankind as others know single men, to know Nature as botanists know a
flower, to be thought a fool,, to hear at moments the clear voice of God.
■•-=+=*—
A.C.C., 19.7.4-2.
Postscript
This was written two years ago (1942) .
Since then 1 have obtained, thanks
to D.W.,? THE AND THE GODS, and also learned a good deal more about Lord Dunsany.
However, I have nothing, material to add to my note except to draw attent ion to the
entertaining chapter of autobiography THTLB THE SIRENS ST EPT which has recently appear
ed.
lliis, and the earlier PATCHES OF SUNLIST, reveal the sources of much of Dunsany’s
inspiration, a point touched upon by Lovecraft 'In his masterly SHPERNATITRAL HORROR IN
LITERATURE.
I might also mention that Hollywood has at last acknowledged the Master, for he
has credit title 'in the Reno Clair film, IT HAlENED TOMORROW.
From this small
beginning, who knows.....?
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GODMOTHER, GET SET i
Post-War -prospects As Seen by the President of the British Fantasy Society— —
; Tait or
Gillings
Several years ago some bright fan conferred, upon me the title of "Grandpop" Gill
ings.
I still can't make up my wind if this appellation was intended to indicate my
long association with science fiction in this country or whathcr it referred to my pre
vailing habit of reminiscing about the days gone by.
The days when British fans were
few and far between, completely isolated from one another, grubbing around market
stalls and backstreet bookshops fox’ remainder copies of AMAZING and SCIENCE 'VONDSR at
threepence a time.
The days when Holler, Verrill and Vincent filled fat Quarterlies,
price sixpence (and which I paid half-a-crown for in Fleet Street at one time—and gave
up smoking to do it).
Dear, dear fays, long before such things as B.R.E.’s and the
IhF.S., or even SOIE’TTIFICTION an”. TALES OF 'BONDER, existed.
Note that I do not say "wore thought of"; because all those things wore thought of
very often, though as yet they were but rosy dreams, the Things to Come. 1 Aren’t you

confusing BREs with DEMs, old cock? —DW]
Festus Pragnell was writing to AMAZING
begging them to bring out a British Edition.
Les Johnson, John Russell Feam and
myself were trying, by correspondence, to link up scattered groups of science fiction
readers (we did not call ourselves fans in those days) in some kind of organisation.
I was investigating the possibility of a printed, fan magazine (before ever having seen
an American one), wondering at the same time if there were enough fans to sell it to.
I even had visions o? a "pro" mag., was putting the idea up to British publishers—and
champing at the mouth at their obstinate refusal to entertain it on the ground that

fsrnc and ‘Tells had. covered, -the ground quite adequately, thank you, before Mr. Gerns
bach came along.
..juc .’m reminiscing again.
Though perhaps I 'iaey bo excused., .just this once, for
■.">okxng back over- fifteen years of steady progress towards our present situation—
'■yL?y Is one where we arc .just as badly off as when we started;
At least, on the face
of it.
Pans arc isolated es never- before, some of them by thousands of miles.
We
wove no .British ''pro'1 mag,, re: American prints arc harder to get hold of than they
v/crc in 1928, and the sole surviving B.u.h. h; practically -as rare.
The only things
ve have are the B.F.S. and its fan aagainncr., struggling against the throttling resfrictions of a land in which science fiotionr holiest horrors have materialised all too
■well and too long.
Of course, it doesn't look. as bad as that to ths hundred-odd. members of the B.F.S.
“io have availed themselves of such inestimable boohs as the American magazine chain
and bad their 'Interests remarkably well sustained by th..- few to whom we owe so much—at
the even more remarkable cost of threepence per head per year;
That this privileged
circle is well satisfied with things, under the circumstances, is evident from the fact
that none raises his voice wren those w .o ■rave catered, for his war-time comforts remain
to carry on their self-appointed tasks by common consent, and even the appointment of
a. itzesident is accepted without demur:
(dore, let mo interpolate to all concerned
that I am deeply conscious of this honour gnd the responsibility it carries with it,
and assure them I snail do my best to Dear it to the general satisfaction. Thank you! )
.tut wnau of tnosc miserable beings who arc not members of the B.F.S., who may not
even justify the name of fa.n, but to whom fantasy is none- the less an important factor
in their well cinq'.
hat agonies they must have endured throughout the. present im
passe, especially if t'-.ey indulged their testes only 'Ln the few years before the war,
when jlrltish science-fiction threw off its cloying Cinderella, rags and went to the ball
with the rest.
Meaning, of course, those "ordinary readers" for whom T have always
had the deepest concern, since, they a:, c numbered in thousands:
apart from the hundreds
of fully • fledged fans v.o ' ev... been so mis,gulled as to let their interest flag under the
pressure of events.
Recently, cuitc out of t.nc olxu., have come to me heart-rending appeals from some
of these poo:, starved w:-. etches who once boasted the name of fan, and arc now f illed with
remorse at allowing themselves to become divorced from the greatodt of their pre-war
enthusiasms« How writ t erly they regret the demise of Britain’s own hard—won marjazin.es!
llow nostalgically they recall 'the palmy days of . ‘ritish fandom and look forward hope
fully, but not very optimistically, to a revival of these thing’s after the war!
I
have not peen slow no inform whose prodigals that things are by no means as dead as
tiicy lave imagined, and that those who have clung tenaciously to the remnants of pre
war glories (anc. Deen so fortunately placed) have even dared, to hold a Fan Convention
amid the wreckage.
Those lost souls, who have not been denied the freedom of action
wnica xans in rhe Services .we had -co contend with, will doubtless be gathered back
inuo the cold when they cs.vc recovered from the shock and the sense of shame which this
revelation must have given t?-oml
As -.or ’u ic rest, end :;hc future of British science-fiction, we have no cause to
fear t i.at the revival -c ar. e all so anxious for will not come, or may not be upon us
before the more pessimistic of us expect it.
Though as yet there is hut little indioaulon o: ic, :iu lease on
surfa.ee, me signs and portents are there for those who
snow wncee co loo., foj. c.y.14, ano. "chey promise even greater glories than we have known
bet ore—as, indccc.., we dc-o.,?vc if we area to reap tne reward of our patience a.nd per
severance.
;o should be fools to expect a return of everything we enjoyed before the war, all
0.1 once.
Yet Li to.osc wno would benefit commercially from such a resurgence of inter
est as Is certain to arise in t ie science fiction field, were able to contrive it, wo
would get jvs'c that—and more:
hot one, but several post-war projects of publishers
011 22S1 s'^-cs of the Atlantic have their inspiration in our erstwhile Cinderella,
wnosc vase potentialities arc now fully recognised in this land where she was so long

neglected.
That stiver slipper sne left belinid on the stair, when the midnight sirens
compelled her- return to ragged obscurity, wasn't overlooked by our publishinj/princes.

.ijUcl wnen cue peace oe..ls xing, Fauiy Godjnorher will jc waving her magic wand again
bard on the first pfeal!
:. ■<:
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a1111erian note: • -■ -

For reasons known only to himself, the editor has asked me to write
a coi,anenc on bne folxowing art Lore oy Malcolm Tergusin.
Since my extensive Ignor’ancc pj.ecj.udes unis, T’d 1'la to add. a none ro the foregoing instead, for the benefit
such fans _ (Americans, provincials) as can know ’Tally" Gillings only -through his"
writings, TO.7 editorials, and letters.
The ’.impression they must get of him is in
many ways quite distorted.
Actually, ’Tally is'quite human.
More than that, he is
a very nice guy.
He may write screeds of eloquent rubbish like the above (on
occasion he may even speak it -_see reports of his Teddington Convention speech), but
men ne foxgecs abouc science-xration and. remembers about being a human being, he makes
a big success of life.
T say this fully remembering the clays of SCIENTIFICTION and
the god work Wally has done for British fandom, for which a great deal of thanks’is '
due to him.,
Tn person Wally is cheerful, sociable, a good talker, witty and wise.
As for the "Grandpop" tag, he looks far too young to have a. son as old as Ronnie; but
I daresay he will be a grandpop before many of us confirmed bachelors have started out
in the family way.
As I say, he is quite hupan: like other real human beings, he
boasts many queer abilities and scraps of knowledge: such as, being able to quote the
quality of beer sold in about three-quarters of the pubs in London at any time through
the lasr.lO years.
As he himself says, he is a powerful reminiscer.
And no doubt'"
he nas other faults.
Rut those who have known him only by proxy should know that
^..'.e LOi-sc o I uaese, cue st.c bug, is tolerated o: discreetly ignored for the sake of
pan>
£USb asf ~ ^a^*esay? our friends tolerate and manage to overlook such
x suits as George MedhurstSs pride in being unsociable, my dislike of beer - and even
skittles - Michael’Rosenblum’s compulsive collecting and even reading of books of nc
value whatsoever, Ted Camell's belief that he is a rake, and . . . well, name you/
I thank, you for your attention.

a
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SUBJECT SjJRVBY

Folk-lores and. Legends

-by ’hlcoin Ferguson

(Mote:- I think this is an interesting aspect of the fantasy field; perhaps
lb w ill oubiiula.ee someone else.
The ed.L'cor, for example, writes of Sabine
Baring-.Gould, and my ignorance of his writing reflects''my sketchy knowledge
‘which, invites rebuttal’.)
The main sources of fantasy writing today seem to be:
,
j,
.
.
(1)
analysis of human problems
annex ulw lu... luencc oi tne suspension, intensification, or alteration of certain natural
._<?ws,, sucn as uhe normal rate of death as Lloyd's statistics have it, the law of
■ xa\M.ty, tne ability ro travel to other planets or imaginary lands, the speedinp-up
or retrogression of time, and the alteration of dimensionality.
Often these
artificial-seeming devices serve to point up contemporary problems, to berate con
temporary society,for its shortcomings in business, the law, the church, the army
and na.vy, the legislative chambers, and. the like.
(2) Age-old lores and. legends
e/rpz.css Ln.9; fJas'ic huniaji desires, reflect*1112: hwna.n shor-’t-*comings, revealing social,
jepual and £ inane La. j. ambre Lons, delving, a.t the roots of human fears, totems, taboos,
.in short, the eternal struggle between Prometheus and Zeus.
Here, at the least
-•.-emove from the .first person singular, is the mother-lode of primordial religious
belief, of social and ethical struggle, and of the sex-urge and the conflicting life

death urges that is the driving force and the fly-wheel of human existence.
That the first premise is the child of the second seems to me undeniable.
I
have been move concerned with the latter and propose to deal with it in a general
way by mentioning a few books and writers that have incerested me.
,rith some measly
notes, an unexcercised memory, my remarks will be even more limited than my parochial
knowledge.
Lacking further collation, T bog your indulgence.
Undeniably, the best book about folk-lore is Sir James Frazer's THE GOLDEN BOUGH,
whose half dozen [15? — D'J] volumes, more or less (with convenient abridgements),
as you probably know, arose from a footnote at th .cn the author found himself failing
at a. complete explanation o', the intricate pattern.
Man’s personification of in
stinctive and* natural .forces is often complex and skilful.
Attributes are assigned
to living persons until Quisling or Judas or Modred or Benedict Arnold means only one
thing, oomplex though man actually is.
To take a. specific example, John Fiske, in MYTHS AND MYTH—MAKERS, claims that
whether or not there was an actual Villiam .Tell, his feats bear amazing similarity to
others going back to central Asia that is the cradle of culture.
Sigmund Freud in
MOSES AND MONOTHEISM contends -that Moses may well have been an Egyptian, draws
parallels to other- heroes who have been honored with legcnd^y virtues and powers.
Thilo mentioning Freud, it is noticeable that he used legendry as a case-book of
race-history and psychology, as does Oswald Spengler (THE DECLINE OF THE WEST) and to
a lesser extent William James in TIE VARIETIES OF RELIGIOUS EXPERTSCE.
Andrew Lang's
CUSTOM AND MYTH and MYTH, RITUAL AND RELIGION deserve mention.

Virtually every race has books of legends, folk lores, some of which were written
as true, to be believed and used as examples, which others are compilations of
twilight tales told to or salvaged by scholars.
Recently to reach the market is
Manuel Komroff's THE GREAT FABLES OF AIL NATIONS (An. ed. .Tudor Pub. Co. - I haven’t
seen it yet.)
The student of the subject should be able to get at copies of the Bible, the
Bible Apocrypha, a. Bible Dictionary, and Orud.cn’s CONCORDANCE.
Another source is
THE ARABIAN NIGHTS, and A. THOUSAND NIGHTS AID A NIGHT by Richard F. Burton (in 16
vols.).
(Here's a strange contrast - Cruden who was so nice as to carry a wet sponge
in a small .Box to wash out naughty words that children haft scrawled, and swashbuckling
Burton, whoso wolfish reply to the question of an anxious dowager as to his intentions
toward her daughter is famous - "Strictly dishonorable, ma'am, strictly dishonorable.
For writing of the corrupt places in a neas>eastern city, in a report requested by
the British government, his impolitic details banished him to a consular hellhole or
the African west coast, but did not stop his deft pen as much as his Jane Eyre-like
wife.')
Most of us get our Greek lore from the ILIAD and the more-colorful ODYSSEY, and
a few delve into Hesiod.
Bulfinch seems over-rated to me, but there's no substitute
that has a.s much favor.
’Writing today lacks the colorful classical allusions - a.
'Tellerophonic letter, Rha.damanthine .judgment, &c., showing that out interest is dim
inishing .
Egyptian mythology is usually poorly presented, and its beauties come to us
second-hand and shopworn, 'Instead of renovated.
I don't know how worthwhile Budge's
translation of the BOOK OF THE DEAD is.
Some of Theophile Gautier is interesting, but
as much for himself as lor the lore.
Cinderella's story - which 'Is probably THE story
of human ambition - io reputedly found in an Egyptian version.
France is distinguished by several collections, as well.as what is probably the
major a.ttempt in this f ield, by Charles Perrault, who preceded the Grimm brothers by
three fourths of a century.
He was also the French "Mother Goose".
(incidentally,
the English Mother Goose story's political implications have been written up in
several books.)
American associations with Mother Goose arc. a lot of hogwash.
The brothers Grimm have taken over the German field, with Teutonic thoroughness
and considerable help from their friends.
I believe it was t’-c nephew Grimm whose

conroendious writing on mythology, as well as

of Max Miller

falls heavily and

solidly in the category with Gazer's lighter, wore ^auame wore.
,
It is noteworthy tlia.t
national stories such as parole r rance s liLAlb,
Goethe's MUST, or Shelley's ERAMSWSiN are either based on legends or have become
,,
. .
\
Ibsen’s PEER GENT-(suggested by the feats of Old .full, tae musician;.
Tn. the Scandinavian, Hans Andersen is the best-’mown, although some of ais
stories are of his -own..embroIdering.
Sean Hersholt’s recently, completed translation
is well suoken of.
A nice collection Is -co oc cound oy tae eminenc Scoc, „iacL.ew
Lang, and very well illustrated by Hoary J. Ford.
Atqjearihgy round the turn of tae
century, they Include the Red, Orange, Nell<W, Green, Blue, Grey and Crimson Fairy
Books,' as well as the Icelandic (which abounds in trolls, giants, .powerful creatures
who leaped around for various dubious reasons).
Some of Harriet Martineau's and
such.

Selma Lagerlof's writing is in this genre, too.
.
There have been several collections of Russian talcs.
R. Nisbet Bain s C0SSJ3L
FAIRN TALES are well considered.
Paul Cams has been working in this genre, as well
a.s translating: Chinese and Indian language stories.
Nicolai Gogol has contributed
fanciful as ■ /ell as realistic talcs from the Ukraine.
The older Japan, whose heroes remain imprisoned on a silken battlefield in the
very act of overcoming some remarkable ogre or ghost, is well-represented
a. volume
of Tang's series, a collection of Japanese ghost*-prints by Lang himself, a volume oy
the British consul, MLtford, Basil Chamberlain's AINU FOLK TILES, John La Fargo’s
writing (T believe touches on this) and La.fca.dio Hearn, who cooperated on a distinct
ively-printed crepe-paper series.
f don't know of any outstanding collections on the Amerind.
On the Argentinans
there are two excellent volumes, TALES FROM SILVER LAKD and. TALES WORTH TELLI.1G oy the
late Charles J. Finger, illustrated by Paul Honore.
From the West Indies, the writing
of William Seabrook) Theda Kenyon, Zorah Neil Thurston, and I believe Frank Esteven,
are good.
The black magic, voodoo, zombie, are found here.
Whether Callaway's
NURSERV TALES OF THE ZULUS has any Interest making it worth my while keep'.Ing it on a
curious list of mine I don't know.
I wonder if Grey's POLYNESIAN MYTHOLOGY is the
source of the yarn .in Laing's supernatural omnibus.
I have purposely kent until the last the legehdry of the United States and the two
dost haunted islands of the world ■■ Engnand and Ireland *- al'cnouga mum nas been leu

out of the bag already.
Barhnn' s" INGOLDSBN LEGENDS is the leading collection of England 'Itself.
Out-’
standing are Malory's LE MORTS D'ARTHUR, and the even more enticing MABHTOGION, trans
lated by Lady Charlotte Guest? which begins by urging us to thrust our way through the
hedge-row abd find ourselves 'Ln fairyland.
The task of translation made it a thorny
badge, but in English the tales such as STR GAWATNE AND THE GREET IFTIGHT, with 9. dash
of cherchez la femme, make it an interesting country.
Scotland is distinguished by Its border ballads (” LITSN AND SCOTTISH POPULAR
BATTABS by Child is scholarly, copious, other versions by Scott, Noyes, &c. are pleas
antly presented), which arc compach, potent legendry.
William Sharp (Fiona MacLeod)
deals with the Celtic and Gaelic myths ano. legends as carefully and. neatly as any.
William Morris and Its. 3.V.Lucas have done considerable translating, as have
others bringing us the old languages of England and norc ..cm Europe.
.’.reland is
best"characterized in William Butler Neats’ IRISH FAIRY AND FOLK TALES.
American legendry is to be found in widely-scattered books k
Nathaniel Hawthorne
and Washington Irving arc thought of first, and then the stylized, pretentious, poetry
of Longfellow,
Whittier is read by some who speak well of him.
The characteristics
of the writers are in the foreground, but legends have been used successfully by Mark
Twain, Bret Harte, Joel Chandler Harris, John Hay, Stephen Vincent Benet, Frank
Stockton, and Howard Pyle.
Some living American legends are to be found in her music - Carl Sandburg s
AMERICAN SONGBAG, Downes A Slegmeister’s TREASURE OF AMERICAN SONG, Lomax’s volumes and

recordings, and the recordings of Iyer-Bennott shed light on lumberjack heroes like
Bunyan, railroaders like Casey Jones and John Henry and pirates like Captain Kidd.

The Columbia University Press has just published TRnDIHONZiL CHINESE TALES
by Chi chen Wang, which may help fill the gap my ignorance has left in that
nation's folk-lore.
A TREASURY OF AMERICA! FCIIC-L0R3, by B. A. Bothin (U.S. - Crown Fub. Co. 194k,
^3.) is a himiyt-i mis collection of tales of a more rough and tumble nature, but may
add to some collections.
I like it.
* « k « * # « * « « » * « # « $ # * * * * * * * « *# * * # # # * * * * # * * endo f fe rgy* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ****** * * * * * *
SIGNIFICANT
ROCKETS: The Future of Travel Beyond the Stratosphere.
ffitK’jEVTEW
By Willy Ley
(Neu York: The Viking Press.
$3.50.)
Willy Ley's long awaited book neec. not be recommended to all who are
interested in astronautics - and presumably all s.f. fans are included in that cate
gory.
It supersedes at once all earlier books on the subject in the English lan
guage, and it comes at a time when the rocket has done all and more that its most
enthusiastic supporters predicted.
In one Way, Willy Ley has been unlucky in the date
of publication (early 1944).
Developments since the beginning of the year have al
ready made some of his conclusions out of date, and two of the most important events
in the history ofthe rocket - the first pure rocket aeroplane and the giant long-range
rocket shell - were not revealed to the world until after the book was in the press.
Let us hope that the first edition will sell so quickly that subsequent printings
can be brought up to date.
The first fifty pages of the book contain a detailed history of interplanetary
fiction since the first imaginary voyage to the Moon, written in A.D. 120.
It is a
little odd to think that these stories, which have been popular for eighteen centuries,
will soon be written no more.
The history of the rocket in warfare is much more extensive than generally
realised and Ley devotes a chapter to it.
How many people know that in 1807 Copen
hagen was largely destroyed by a bombardment of 25,000 rockets?
But the development
of rifled artillery closed the history of war rockets for a century, and only now are
they coming back into their own.
Ley shows a curious conservatism, in his remarks
about rocket weapons, and he maizes no mention of the extremely important rocket boosters
now used in many aircraft.
Under the appropriate title "Prophets with some honour" Ley traces the history
of the spaceship on the scientific rather than the fictional side.
Most ofthe
credit for the serious conceptions appear to be due to the German Ganswindt and the
Russian Ziolkovsky.
It i^> pleasant to know that for the last ten years of his life,
Siolkovsky was a famed and respected man in Russia, certainly the first astronai t ever
to win national, renown for his work.
However, 'the real foundations of astronautics were well and truly laid by Oberth
in 1923 with his mathematical study DIE RALETE ZU DEri PLcLmETELRAUMEw'.
In this book,
for the first time, the fundamental equations of astronautics wefe set out and the
problem was analysed as an.engineering undertaking which might be achieved within the
next few decades.
Oberth, a Rumanian, is just over 50 and a lot of rubbish has recently appeared
about him in the British press.
He may or may not be associated with V. 2. (that would
help to explain the delay in its appearance - as a practical experimenter Oberth left
everything to be desired)., but he vri.ll certainly be honoured in the years to come as
the founder of modern astrori'Autics.
Ley devotes two fascinating chapters (reproduced with some alterations from the
ASTOUNDING articles, THE FALL OFTHE ROCKET SOCIETY) to the history of astronautics
in Germany.
It contains many lessons which all interplanetary societies would do
well to bear in mind.
The German rocket society, the "Verein fur Raumschiffahrt", had succeeded in
virtually perfecting the small liquid fuel rocket motor when Hitler came into power*
Addenda:

\eems likely that the Nazis took over the society .on principle rather than, through
realisation of the rocket's ultimate possibilities.
That came later, and the
purely scientific work of the VfR is undoubtedly responsible for the enormous interest
the Germans have shown in reaction propulsion during this Avar.
Only the last seventy pages of .the book deal with the spaceship and the problems
associated with it.
lejr points out that it is not difficult to send an unmanned
rocket clear outside the earth's atmosphere, though when he wrote he certainly had no
idea just how quickly it was going to be done.
It is, however, immensely more diffic
ult to. effect a landing on even the nearest body, still lens return to earth.
With
the fuels we possess today, interplanetary travel is barely possible using complicated
engineering principles and tolerating shocking overall inefficiencies.
For it to be
practicable, vre must.have higher exhaust velocities and/or refuelling stations in
space.
Both of these will come in time, though when Ley does not venture to predict*
Ley makes no mention of the B.I.S» cellular design which overcomes some of the
limitations of present day fuels, in particular the impossibily large rates of
combustion at take-off.
The ARS will probably take a poor view of the paragraph he
devotes to their work.
However, as they have officially deserted astronautics and
are now purely a rocket society they 'deserve it.
One of the most interesting parts of the book is- the Appendix, which contains
amongst other things a very extensive bibliography.
Ley points out that"a complete
literary history of that variety of imaginative literature which is based on facts
and theories of a scientific nature - so-called "science-fiction" - still remains to
be written."
When the extent of this class of literature is considered, this is
certainly a remarkable oversight.
ley's book is written for the popular and semi-technical press but nevertheless
contains a good, deal of "meat".
It is extremely well-written and readable, with
occasional flashes of wit.
There is no doubt that it will admirably fulfil the
author’s intentions.
Arthur C. Clarke.
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Delvings into the Yfeird and Imaginative—v.
—Jack Banks.
Reflections on the ^Yfeirds^.
~
Uhat is the essential magic of Abraham Marritt or H.P.Lovecraft, that lifts
their writings out of the realm of ordinary "escapist" fiction?
For it cannot be
denied that much of that which pretends to be "different" in the world of fiction,
and especially in the "pulp" field, relies merely for its’ effect, upon cheap physical
thrills, the reiteration of meaningless, blood-shed and the introduction of ephemeral
sexual episodes.
Undoubtedly there exists a market for such productions, *but that fact should only
be a reminder that the task of fully educating the peoples of the countries concerned
still remains to be accomplished.
(And obviously, not solei;/ in this sphere is- the
urgency of the task apparent.
It is only a minor facet of the universal need for
new standards of intelligence and behaviour throughout the world.)
However, my present purpose is not to prescribe forthe ills of the whole world, '
but to examine briefly some aspects of "weird" fiction.
The masters are well known;
Lovecraft and Merritt represent the peal;, but clustering around the lower reaches are
many whose work at times makes a worthy comparison with that of the two acknowledged
loaders.
Kuttner and Bloch, for instance, have produced several excellent stories
of great imaginative power, based upon themes as grandiose and fascinating as anything
from the pens of those who. wrote CREEP, SHADOW! and AT THE WUNTAINS OF MADNESS.
For some years there existed but one magazine to supply the enthusiasts with
thej,r regular quota, and it is a tribute to the editor and the authors whose work
appeared there that the standard remained consistently high.
Many "classics" have
been printed in WEIRD TALES, and several authors have made their reputation purely by
their contributions to it.
Today, the advent of FAMOUS T'ANIASTIC MYSTERIES, with
its reprint policy, has released a store of longer masterpieces, including several by
en hfwr.* added considerably to the -pleasure of readers.

;,T THE COURT OF KING ARTHUR exploited them well and at the same time took the oppor
tunity of indulging in a burst of social satire.
Generally the entertainment value
alone is stressed, as in a recent rather painful English film TIKE F—IES, containing
one good scene wherein Evelyn Dall, knowing ROMEO AND JULIET by heart, prompts William
Shakespears when he cannot evolve the next line.
There is the typical UI'WOWN
stoiy, which can be very agreeable entertainment.
One thinks also of T. H, White's
trilogy# THE SWORD IN THE STONE; THE WITCH IN THE WOOD and THE III,-HIDE KNIGHT, wherein
Merlin's omniscience, is explained by the. fact that he lives backwards in Timo,
star-ting in the future and growing old as he moved towards the past.
The experiments are by no means ended.
Modern films have favoured the rather
obvious "flashback" stylo recently, obvious!/ owing its inception to the iiew ideas.
The modern popular novel indulges in much the same methods - John P. Marquand with some
success, others -with less.
The most advanced point yet attained is probd) ly James
Joyce's FINNEGANS WAKE, in which the ’.dioic physical universe, the mind of men, past,
present and future, the mythologies end sciences and languages of the world, the city
arr: the country, the whole of space and time, aro united in a bewildering dream of
JUDGMENT DAY - the end and the beginning - a symbolic drcam for the expression of
which Joyce had to construct a language of his own.
One ’wonders where this pan lead.
And one wonders who will make the next advance
the philosophers, the writers, or the scientists.
>'/. K' f. ft • /.
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What a thing is a fan.'
Why is everybody shouting and jumping around About one
of Stapledon's now fantasies. (SIRIUS) and just ignoring the other, and no loss inter
esting (OLD MAN IN iiEJ WORLD, P.E.N. Books, Allen & Unwin, 1944)?
what lias StapJ.o—
don dene to deserve such a reception for his latest work?
I needn’t describe it,
of course, to all you ardent Stapledon enthusiasts.
You who think that Stapledon
is the greatest thing of the century - short of Robert Heinlein.
You better-thanWells propagandists.
You proud possessors of signed copies of ..STAR MAKER.
But why
don't you .tall: about the thing?
4-

4-
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Jerome K. Jerome’s sole attempt at scientific fantasy is THE NEW UTOPIA in DIARY
OF A PIIGRIMAGE (AND SIX ESSAYS), Arrowsmith, 1891.
A poor thingL one wonders hovz
in the world he managed to write THREE mEj.< IN A EOAT.
It is a satire on WHEN ME
SLEEPER AWAKES and an attack on the idea of Socialism.
There is an illustration
showing a man waking up in a glass case, in the 29th» century? according to the
caption he had already, when discovered, been asleep for over ten years, his landlady
having forpptten to call him,
Presuinihly people can be found who enjoy this standard
type of humour (incongruity of everyday ideas in a different - usually larger scale setting).
+
+
+.+
+
+
+
A very nice thing is Thomas Hood's THE LAST MAN, a narrative poem written inthe first half of the nineteenth century.
It is in most Hood anthologies (mine is
POEMS OF WIT AND HUMOUR, Srd.» edition, Edward Maxon, 1851).
THE LAST MAN is not good
poetry, but it is vividly, done and goes vath a cheerful rattle.
It deals with a
hangnan, in the year tho thousand, and one, who has survived a world-.-vzide plague, and
how he hangs the only -other. survivor.
It has something of the feeling of Shiel's
raagnificent PURPLE CLOUD: ravening pa.cks of wild dogs mal:o a grisljr back-ground.
4-
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Curiously erratic is the distribution of Lloyd Cole’s booklets.
Benson Herbert1;
Sl.towGE ROMAj.OE appeared, in most of London's West End. magazine shops, and his HAND OF
Ct-v.Az got around c;uite extensively.
Festus Pragnell and Benson Herbert’s THI.JVBS OF
THE j,1R? however, I had immense difficulty in tracking dovzn (it turned, up, rather bo-

draggled, in a market near Harrow), aftd Benson Herbert's latest, THE RED-HAIRED GIRL
(full of space-pirates and. knock-about) I've only seen in one shop in Praed Street.

■^•Though. I shouldn't think anyone would.worry.
4.
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More and more of these paper-backs are flooding out from Everybody's Bookshops
and sim-ilar places.
Justin Atholl is getting to be as prolific as Benson Herbert.
Besides various crime opi interesting problem for word.purists and. morbid ,
psvchoiogists: why did George, who certainly knows better, start to write 'opuses ,
score it°out, & substitute the horrible' "opi"?/, which we shall not consider here,
he's done THE MAN WHO TILTED THE EARTH (Mitre Press, 1/5, with, a cover picture of an
idealized New York toppling in all directions), THE OASIS OP SLEEP (Mitre Press, 1/6,
described as "/mother Grand Thriller", and all about nasty Italians and Germans,
after this war, in a retreat packed with suspended animation, and so forth), LARD OP
HIDDEN DEATH (Everybody1s Books, 9d., about a lost civilisation - Inca survival - I
like the look of it, though I haven't had rime oo read it), ano. a weirdie story called
THE GREY BEAST (Everybody' s'Books, 9d., called an "Eerie Vampire Thriller").
These
Justin Atholl books are quite well printed on good paper, and relative to the Lloyd
Cole booklets they are better value for less cash..
/l get even better value for less
cash still by not buying any of them at all. —-DW/
"Everybody's Books" have also put out a booklet of 5 ghostie stories by Eugene
nscher, UNCANNY ADVENTURES, for ninefcence.
A previous publication, by the same
author about the same "occult" gentlemen, was THERE WERE NO ASPER LADIES.
"Nev; Saxon Pamphlets", year one, price 1/6, has a futurish story by John Atkins,
THE iJPOPLECTIC REVOLUTION, in which all the people who permit themselved intemperate
fury, from Radio announcers to Prime Ministers, die with a click and an unwinding nois1
' THE CASE OP THE MISSING AIRMEN, in the series "Martin Speed, Detective" (Swan, id

is a horrid thing full of death rays and .so forth.
One of the latest Swan productions, 7/EIRD SHORTS, FIRST SELECTION, price 9d.,
is not at all bad.
Some of the stories are well on the way to being readable, and
include IN .ATJEN VAT LEY'S by Henry Rawle, THE KRAKEN by I. 0. Evans (of "World of
Tomorrow" fame), andther W. P. Cockroft tale, THE REVENGE OP ANNUL, THE DEMON AND THE
DICTATOR by David Alun, and things of lesser interest.
I was pleased and surprised
by this booklet, especially after a most unpropitious cover.
Quite one of the best
things Messrs. Swan, have done.
+

+

+
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THE MOON ROCKET, -a tiny book measuring 2i" x 4", with no page numbering (there
are 9 pages of text and 7 full-page coloured illustrations), no author, no date, no
price, and no publisher's name (I'm sure this is illegal) is the story of Bobbie and
Brenda, how they built a rocket in the wood shed, flew to the moon, met the Man in
the Moon, saw the factor;'- where he made moonbeans, and knocked over the stool on
which he sits, behind magnifying glasses, so as to look large to earthlings.

+

+
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Cheiro's TRUE GHOST STORIES (London Publishing Co., no date, price 2/6) is
solemnly sworn to be full of nothing but truth.
The last two episodes ebneem a
"mysterious recluse", the Due de RavigO, known as Edmund Savory D'Odiardi, "Occult
ist, Mystic and Physician."
Cheiro, summoned before him, reads his hand with impress
ive exactness and is welcomed in as a comrade and brother.
Ultimately, Cheiro
finds himself strapped up with copper electrodes, and so forth, at the bottom end oi
a huge aerial, and, helped out by organ playing, ho has a vision of Atlantis.
A
fairly orthodox Theosophical Atlantis.
/Cheerio to Cheiro.
Thank God. —DW/
************ * * * * ******** * * * * ****** on 5.0 fb o thge or ge&dw* * * * * * *’•' * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * ******** * *
((Editorial note — Your editor possesses a copy of OLD MAN IN iTEJ ’WORLD & 3 further
copies have left this address for USA.
Mr, Ron Lane of Manchester is also known to
. possess a copy A has duplicated a review of it to be incorporated in the page-per-book
bibliography file. Perhaps this will soothe Mr. Modhurst slightly.
But the trade
distribution appears to be erratic - only one bookshop in Leeds ^Zthe bookhunter's Gobi
—DW/ stocked copies, which may account for much of the silence.
JMR))

"ARKHAM HOUSE11 0OmMUNIQUE ,

from august Lerleth, September 1944.

The most recent i^ue (august) of the FUTURIjiN WaR DIGEST has
just reached"me, and I hasten to set down for you the most rbcent news
from this side, ho doubt you have received the new arkfaam House catalog
by this time, and thus you ’./ill know that we are publishing not one or two
two but four new books this year. To supplement that Sat.alog, I offer you
the most recent news. This is the status of nrkham House bocks at present:
SOiiffiOhE IN THE UaRK, by August -berleth .and
■ BEYOND THE WaLD OF SLEEP, by H. P. Lovecraft
have joined THE OUTSIDER AND OTHERS (l ovecraft) and OUT OF SPACE AND TIME'
(Smith) in the out of print column. Don Wandrei's THE EYE AND THE FINGER
is in print and sc is Henry Whitehead' s JUMBEE AND OTHER UNCANNY TALES.
Smith's LOST WORLDS is now being bound, and Lovecraft' s MARGINaLIA will
come in late November. We had 1500 copies of each of the first two, 2000
copies rf each of the last. Reviews of the Wandrei and Whitehead bocks
have been most encouragingly good, even in the leading bock-review journals
without reference to the fan publications, which have not as yet got aroun
to judging the bocks. Approximately one-third of the editions of Wandrei
and Whitehead have been Subscribed to date, and one-fourth of the editions
of Smith and Lovecraft have been advance ordered, ^he paper situation
prevents larger editions, unfortunately.
Our list has more or less been set for 1945 too. It will contain at
least three $3 bbeks; my own SOMETHING NEAR, Frank Belnap Leng's THE
HOUNDS OF TINDaLOS, and Robert Bloch's THE OPENER OF THE WAY; and one $5
omnibus, Robert E. Howards SKULIFACE AND OTHERS. I much doubt that the
paper situation will permit us to print, even if we can make the legal
arrancement’s to do so, the projected William Hope Hodgson omnibus, THE
HUSE 0N THE BORDERLaND AND OTHER NOVELS (containing apart from the title
tale, THE BOATS OF THE GpgN CaRRIG, THE GHOST PIRATES, THE NIGHTLAND); sc
we will hope to do this one in 1946, and in that year also collections by
Henry Kuttner and C. L.Moore. We hope also to do collections by Fritz
Leiber Jr. » Howard Wandrei, a second Whitehead (THE GREAT CIRCLE), a 5rd
Smith, a Smith COLLECTED (or SELECTED) POEMS.
Meanwhile, SLEEP NO 1/iRE is now ready; it officially appears September
21st, but it is in print, with 24 illustrations by Lee Brown Ccye. Appear
ances are th -.t it will sell well, and I understand that Farrar and Rine
hart have given a large print order. arkham House ha® hcu^it 500 copies
fcr redistribution to cur patrons; we plan to buy 500 mere in time. The
Brck of the Month Club has recommended the book. all this bodes well foi
WHO KNOCKS?, the index for which has been virtually completed. I should
rather say the contents, not the index -- and al1 the stories in it are op
But somethin'’- that should he of great interest especially to those
British, fans who missed cut ,cn THE OUTSIDER AND OTHERS is this: about 60%
of the material in that volume is coming cut in Spring or Summer under the
World Publish in-7 Company imprint, cloth-bound, titled THE BEST SUPERNAT
URAL STORIES OF H. P. LOVECRaFT, with an introduction by me, at < nly
forty -nine cents'. The print order will be for 100,000 copies, and thses
should surely hold until after the war and conditions permit ordering in
quantity from over there.
WALT LIEBSHER adds that Armed Services Editinns in USA is planning a ser
vice man's edition of Lovecraft stories. He also mentions the forthcoming
appearance of SIX NOVELS OF THE SUPERNATURAL in the Viking Portable Libr
ary series, to include; A BELEaGERED CITY, Mrs Oliphant; THE RETURN, de la
Mare; THE WHITE PEOPLE, F. H. Burnett; THE TERROR, Machen; SWEET ROCKET,
Mary Johns rn and PORTRaIT OF .JENNIE by Robert Nathan.

Allan H. lai les hag a fair number of pro magazines for sale, mainly war
time issues, US editions. First come,, first served, and large orders pre
ferred. All communications to be sent % 4 dr an go Terrace, Leeds 7. List;
Wonder; Sep 35; Feb, Oct, -^ec 36; Jun 37; Feb, Jun 39; y 9d each.
Jun 41; Apr 42; Feb, Apr, Jun 43; u 1/6
Startling; Jan, May 39; J 9d. Jan, Liar, May, Jul, bov 40; May 42; Jun, :
.Mar 42; Jan 43, -^ec 43; (J 1/6 each.
Am a z in a; Jan, (Tri planet ary) Jun 34; Apr, May , Jun 35; Apr 36; y 9d each
Leo 40; Feb, Jul 43; Mar 42; Apr 42; y 1/6 each.
Superscience; Jan, Feb, Apr 43; Canadian Feb 43; y 1/3 each.
Famous Fantastic Mysteries; Mar 40; Feb 41; Mar, Sep 43; Jun 44; y 1/6
"
"
Kovels; °ep 40 U 1/6.
1'antasti.q Adventures ;Feb ,Mar , Jun.
43; y 1/6. F. A. Quarterly Spring 42 u 2/-. Sc i e no e Fic ti on Quarterly ;
Spr 43; Winter 42'; y 1/6. .Captain Futures Spring 41, 42, 40; Winter 42;
y 1/6. Planet; Win, Spr 42, Win .43; nay 43 y 1/6. Future Feb 42 y 1/6.
Cosmic Tales Jul 4i y 1/6. Strange Stories Feb, Aug 39 y 9d. Amazing
Qu ar tori y Wi nt er 30 (Birth of a how Republic) y 4/-. V o nd er Q,u ar t er 1 y ;
Wi "nt $p 32 (Vanguard to hept uno ) y 3/6.
o o o o o 0/0 0 0 0 c o ■ c . ,o o.
Badly delayed by the interference of doodle-bugs, the souvenir booklet of
the EASTERCON 1 944 has made its appearance at last, A 14- page booklet,
illustrated and printed by Bruce Gaffro.n (11 Erridge Rd, Merton Park, SW
19); it is a neat and worthy remembrance of the London Meeting earlier
this year, orgenosed by Teddingtcn's Cosmos Cliub. The contents consist
of a report of the Presidential Address by Walter H. Gillings, in the best
parliamentary manner;J. K. Aiken’s Convention Li ary, or blow by blow co
mmentary; Gordon Holbrow Goes Bang (his report) and Johnny Canucks (1.1..
Millard's) Review. Also included is the Convention Quiz; without answers
to my dismay. Thw whole enlivened by bonny little’sketches .giving soireones. opinion on the proceedings. Distribution system unknown to me bur
no charge Appears to be visible.
To appear in November is the second publication put cut by Sensor.
Herbert's "Utopian.Publications" (The first was a booklet of nudes!)
Thia is presented to the trusting publis as "Girl in Trouble", E. Fr?-nF.
Parker's full length romantic novel. Members of fandom have met the rale
previously in the Cosmos (Hub "Beyond" where it was called "The Stolen
Spaceship". However it is quite competent adventure fantasy of Planet
Stories type and standard,, Priced at 9d, it is nice to see it, anyway.
More boo.kh dinting in Italy as told by Sgt Borman Lamb of Toronto,
the other half of the Gibson-Lamb two-man blitz, on Italian bookshops..
" Bob Gibson and I spent a five day holiday in Rome last week. We vzent
with the intention of bookhunting and were very successful» When the sm
oke and dust of battle had settled down we. discovered that he had gotten
30 odd books and I had 47. I bought a few good items such as - a first
ed. of Haggard's "Allan Quartermain" , a first of Boyle's "Maracct Deep",
A first of Crawford's "Little City of Hope", a good copy of a late 18th
century "Aemodeous", And here's the'best one - a copy of "The Flying Ma
chine and other stories" by Ronald Belfort. It was privately printed by
Fili Pallotta, Rome in 1912, I believe the author's right name is F. S.
Arnold. Ever heard of ’it? (ho - Ed). I also managed to get two of Verne's
stf/fantasy stories that have never been translated into English sc far
as I am aware. They are called "Un Gicrnaliste American!) nel 2900" (An
American journalist in 2900 ad) and "La Strabi1iamente Awentura della
Missions Barsac" (The astonishing Adventure of the Barsac Mission). Also
got a well illustrated copy of Twain's "Yankee at the Court of King Ar
thur". I was quite pleased with the trip, I can tell, you." I Bethchawur.

A welcome.to Britain is extended this tine tc PEC William
H. Grcvenan, originally of Hempstead, New Yfcrk. Bill has
been moderately active in US fandom over a period of some five years, was
a member cf FaPa for two years in 40 - 42, and has had a try at putting cut
both a subscription fanzine - Fantaseer - and a Fapazine - Icvecraftian.
But Bill has always primarily been interested in amateur journalism and has
been actine in the National Amateur Press Aes.cciaticn, cf America. He hope?
to link up with Anglcfandom during his stay and maybe meet sone cf us.
Talking of meetings, here are a few which have occurred cf late. --Messrs
Peter Hawkins and Terence Overton, having both .manages tc get stationed at
Catterick Camp, Yorkshire, were able to say hello for the first time there..'
An impromptu meet took place at Manchester Just at the end cf September
when Rank Parker landed there on hid business tour cf Britain. Benson Her
bert slipped up from Cheadle, accompanied by a Czeck girl friend and a
portfolio of nudes; JivIR managed, to get over from Leeds, and Manchester pro
vided the old team cf Lane and Ellis. Idlewild, Aberdeen has been busy, &
Doug Webster has been host tc Eric Hopkins, Johnny Millard and Gus Will
north in rapid succession. The first and last cf these also pepped zn at
Grange Terrace; and Gus went on tc Lincoln to spend a day with Harry Turner
stationed nearby at Cranwe.il. The usual Selby-Leeds trips continued tc be.
made by Allan Miles, now nearing the end cf his tour cf flying duty. And
Pilot-Officer Edwin Macdonald ought tc be-wandering back any time new.
Last issue’s surmise concernung the whereabouts of Eric ^rank Russell
turned cut to be correct and Eric drops us a line from Holland. He reports
a crime story dumped across the pond and a yarn to come up scon in Astoun
ding, and says he is well set for being the firs-t of Anglo-American fandom
tc set foot in Berlin. A cryptic PS on an epistle from Canadifan a1 Godfrey
concerning Arnheim and doings there makes it appear that he nay have a
ccmpetitir.
Announcement; Arthur W. Busby of 40 Brcoklands Road,- Hall Green- .Birmin
gham is in the threes cf setting up a local chess club, and finds the pre
sent scarcity cf boards and sets awkward. Can anyone help?
More postings, Manchester’s Erik ^eedhan isn't sc far from home at
Carnfcrth, North Lancs. Incidentally ,ERik f.cund a copy cf Edgar Wallace’s
"Planetoid 127" in a bookshop there, with the signature cd Eric Williams
therein. Howe one? Somewhere near him is Pter Knott cf Northampton, one ox
the victims of the RAF tc Army transfer. Being near Preston, Peter managed
to see Bert Lewis and "stare goggle-eyed at hi-s wonderful collection"
pevenber 3rd who should pop over to Leeds but Ron Holmes cf Liverpool.,,. ana
the following Saturday Grange Terrace was the rendezvous for Eric Hopkins
and Allan Miles stationed respectively at Selby and Brough and both axrci-r.'
Correspondence Situation; This has Just about reached the worst state,
yet. What with overmuch occupation, nct-sc-gcod health and a welcome ple
thora cf visiters, I have been absolutely unable to deal with more than a
small proportion ofbthe letters received. What precisely o.an be done about
it I know not, but I do want to reply adequately tc all the interesting
epistles received. Sc'please accept my apo.lon.es, I'm doing ky best.
Received from USA have been two publications cf the NAtional Fantasy Ran
Federation. Hie first i-c the printed introductory booklet tc fandom ment
ioned previously; - a small size 40 ps ge survey by half a dozen tep fans c.i.
the fantasy field to be^sent tc neophytes by the Welcoming Committee of
the NFFF. The other i-s the monument Yl Fancy sloped! a” compiled and stencilby John Bristol (Jack Speer), the historian and chronicler cf Amerifajidcm,
before he went overseas' to North Africa, and mimeced by the.Lcs Angeles
group under the leadership of Forrest Ackerman. Its professionally bound
100 pages ccnta n data on and definitions of practically everything known
tc or connected with fandom except such matter as available m yearbooks
and Birectories.

NOVEMBER NOTES:

GEORGE 1£EDHURST REPORTS;

If you send 1/3 plus 3d postage tc "Freedom Book
shop, 132 Cheltenham road, Bristil, and ask for
"A Martian Examine? Christianity" you will acquire a paper bound volume by
Arthur Levett, put cub by Wgktts in 1934 (pp 118). It has a cover in black &
blue presenting a humanoid Martian, with a metal cellar, looking disappravingly at a cre?? held between finger and t huinb. The thing is Rationalist
prepanda, not too badly done, using the device of a Martian who di?covers
anti-gravity and ?et? off to earth primarily tq find cut at first hand abet.
Religion, which ha? eluded the understanding -f Martian'3 cserving earth
®
doings with "super-te.le?o.cpes" "sensitive radcis" and "Icng-since-perfecxed
television receivers".
The November 10th issue of "The Guardian - the Church Newspaper" contain
ed the first instalment, of a new story by 0. S -.Lewis "Who Gees Hone cr the
Grand Divorce" billed a? a fantasy, and later to l?e published by Bles.
George also mentions that he has about a--dozen wartime pr ezines to swap
and particularly desires FEM fcr Aug 40 and April 41. 126 Finbcrcugh Rd.
S. W. 10.
And the usual final frenzy of oddments.
Two Xmas cards already received are from Sam Ycud with the CMF and one
of our Leeds people - Austyn Snowden with the MEF.
Sone interesting news about "Herbert Strang" ., .prolific writer of beys
bocks including many fantasies, has just been released.' Strang is a penname
- worse an assumed name that covered the identity of two people;'Mr G Herbet
Ely who did the writing and Mr 0? J?L'Estrange who thought of the plots.
They are colleagues in a famous publishing house and nearly 40 years ago,
put their heads together to write a story for boys.
Congratulations to Irene and Ted uarnell on the birth of a son, hi ght
Michael John Darnell. All best wishes tc them and him in the future.
The latest PAPA mailing included three bock reviews arranged in the page
-per-beck style that JAR is advocating, and contributed by Messrs Warner and
Searles. Both of these gentlemen are in favour of the project and put forth
suggestions for its working. As regards the British side, only Peter Knott
and Terry Overton have asked tc be incuded on the list of people sent copies
cf these reviews. But the following have also shown interest by contrubution
cf reviews and presumably wish tc receive the sheets; Bob Gibson and Herman
Lamb (are Canadians classed as British?) Pred Brown, J.F.Burke, A.W.Busby
Peter Clarke and Ron Lane. And surely cur premier bibliophiles George Medhurst and Bert Lewis want tc be included. But ifl anyone else doe?, better
write at once.
Within the next couple of months it is hoped that the fcl 1 owing will be
published from 4 Grange Terrace. A new Prospectus cf the British Fantasy
Society, brought up tc date. Stencilled by Gus Willncrth, Free.
A Directory of British Eand.cn, compiled, steal lied and published by JmR.
Free to members -f the BPS. and' FnPA. second copies and tc nonnebers' price
4d.
A pamphlet entitled "Discussions on a theme, lio 1: Sene Words cf
Wisdom on the Weird" with contribution? from. J.K.Aiken., J.Banks, J.F.Burke,
Malcdm Ferguson and Raul Searles based on an article be Edmund Wilson in
the New Yorker. Arthur Hillman has l.Ced and stencilled this opus which is
a really serious and worthwhile discussion’.on the subject. Priced at 4d pf.
Now just another word on the correspondence situation. At the moment
there are some 40 unanswered letters piled up here. Reason apart from pre
occupation is that I a.m now enjoying fibricitis (?) in my wrists and arms
brought on by overstrain and ;an unable to write more than a page without
considerable pain. At sone future date I hope tc catch up on correspondence
but at the moment only the most urgent can possibly get attention.
News of two Americans; Fred Pohl ex-editor cf Astonishing Stories, is in
Italy, Mario Raoie is in France, and Len Moffatt i? on Saipan in the Pacific-

